
 

Name:Cara Williams Unit/Topic:  ELAR Week of: Sept. 3-6, 2019 

Lesson Plans 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

TEKS/ 
Standards 

 K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(Ai-iii), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.5(C), 
K.6(B), K.7(B/C/D) 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(Ai-iii), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.5(C), 
K.6(B), K.7(B/C/D) 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(Ai-iii), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.5(C), 
K.6(B), K.7(B/C/D) 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(Ai-iii), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.5(C), 
K.6(B), K.7(B/C/D) 

Objective(s) Holiday The learners will use text evidence 
to answer ?’s about the story 

including character/setting/main 
events/plot (beginning, middle, 

end) in fiction. 
Plus identify and write letters 

Gg-Pp and identify rhyming words 
and # of words in a sentence.  

The learners will use text evidence 
to answer ?’s about the story 

including character/setting/main 
events/plot (beginning, middle, 

end) in fiction. 
Plus identify and write letters 

Gg-Pp and identify rhyming words 
and # of words in a sentence.  

The learners will use text evidence 
to answer ?’s about the story 

including character/setting/main 
events/plot (beginning, middle, 

end) in fiction. 
Plus identify and write letters Gg-Pp 

and identify rhyming words and # 
of words in a sentence.  

The learners will use text evidence 
to answer ?’s about the story 

including character/setting/main 
events/plot (beginning, middle, 

end) in fiction. 
Plus identify and write letters 

Gg-Pp and identify rhyming words 
and # of words in a sentence.  

Bellwork  Alphabet activity page Writing activity read and 

spell sight word a (Know 

It, Show It pg.14) 

Alphabet activity page 

 

Writing activity - 

Learning  
Activities 

 Build background knowledge- 
Social Communication - “Give 

Me Five” anchor, introductions, 

etc. and Meaning Clues anchor  

Introduce “A Squiggle Story”- 
author/illustrator, etc.  

****Intro. Genre: Fiction - 

anchor chart and turn/talk 

-READ story 

Oral Vocab. - T98-review 

story 

elements(character/setting) 

Read “The Squiggly Story”- 

ask ?s on pgs. 4, 8, 15, 23, 29 

and 30 

**Practice turn/talk to 

answer ?s T99 

*PLOT: Beginning, Middle, 

End- Anchor Chart: Plot 1 

Read aloud “Squiggly” and 

stop to discuss plot T108-109 

**Read Aloud - One Happy 

Classroom! T110 List. Comp. 

?s/Practice Turn/Talk then 

T120-121 choral reading 

Write About It! myBook pg.8 

about a NOUN in school and 

the number of items drawn 

(T130) - Use Share Chair 

*Review Vocab.: T131  

Complete myBook page 9 

Meaning Clues together, in 

their books 

Key  
Vocabulary 

 Big Idea Words: discover, 

dream, partners/Power 

Words: offer, idea, stuck 

Big Idea Words: discover, 

dream, partners/Power 

Words: offer, idea, stuck 

Big Idea Words: discover, 

dream, partners/Power Words: 

offer, idea, stuck 

Big Idea Words: discover, 

dream, partners/Power 

Words: offer, idea, stuck 

Writing  Writing activity - Continue 

Opinion Writing T94 and 

Anchor Chart ed online - 

brainstorm list of fav. 

books and draw/write in 

Writer’s Notebook pg. 8 - 

share ideas 

Writing activity - 

Organizing Opinion Piece- 

Model - Opinions and 

Reasons Printable 

 

 

Writing - Model Revising 

and Editing -  an Opinion 

Piece T126 -127 - Use 

Printable Opinion Editing 

1.2 so they can follow 

along 

Model Writing - publishing 

an Opinion Piece T136 - 

Plan title for Opinion Piece 

- turn/talk to share ideas 



Guided/ 
Independent 
Practice 

 Use this time for customized 

small group lessons.  

Use this time for customized 

small group lessons.  

Use this time for customized 

small group lessons.  

Use this time for customized 

small group lessons.  

Closure/Home
work 

 Review and discuss the letters 

of the day: G, H, and I 
 

Review and discuss the letters 

of the day: J and K. 

Review and discuss the letters of 

the day: L and M. 

Review and discuss the letters of 

the day: O and P. 

Review Identifying Letters 

Gg-Pp- say each letter and have 

students echo. 

Assessment
- 
Formative 
Summative 
Exit Ticket 

 Who was the main 

character of “A Squiggly 

Story”? What’s the 

setting? 

What keyword reminds you 

what sound "Gg" (goat), 

“Hh” (horse) and “Ii” 

(igloo)? 

Does anyone have a name 

that begins with G, H, or I?  

What keyword reminds you 

what sound "Jj" (jacket),  

“Kk”(kangaroo), Ll (lion), Mm 

(moon)? 

Does anyone have a name 

that begins with J, K, L, or M? 

 

What keyword reminds you 

what sound "Nn" (nest), 

Oo(octopus) and “Pp” 

(pencil)? 

Does anyone have a name 

that begins with N, O, or P? 
 

 
 
Key Questions During Lesson 
Who was the main character of “A Squiggly Story”? 

What keyword reminds you the sound  for “Gg”, “Hh” and “Ii”? 

What keyword reminds you the sound for “Jj”, “Kk” and “Ll”? 

What keyword reminds you the sound for “Mm”, “Nn”,  “Oo” and “Pp”? 

Sight Words: the, a, see, I 

 

******Remember: You may want to try the “t” chart for vocab.!?!? What do you THINK it means VS. What it ACTUALLY 

means???? 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 


